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In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), the data packets are aggregated and compressed before
being sent to the base station, aiming to keep the data secure in the transmission process. This
paper presents an arithmetic coding scheme with graph-based mirror system (GBMS) to guard
against intruders. Considering its good encryption effect, the hash function, a.k.a. the one-way
function, was adopted to encrypt the original messages. The crypto signature was selected to
validate the source and destination with temper-proof hash function. In addition, each message
was transformed into a graph through inverse mirror mapping, and the graph was taken as final
cipher along with the hash value. All the messages were authenticated and authorized by
session id created at the time of user entry. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme
achieved an efficiency up to 99% without any loss or addition of information. The research
findings protect the message integrity and facilitates data aggregation in the WSNs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

network overload issues [10]. The recent research focuses on
the data attribution in the workflow, databases and failed to
address the security problems in efficiency. To overcome these
problems and to provide the efficiency for data packet
transmission, we provide Graph Based Mirror System (GBMS)
for reduce evaders in data handling for WSNs. The encryption
and decryption techniques are implemented to provide the
security and data attribution in the base station.
The specific contribution of the paper is:
i.
A Graph Based Mirror System based arithmetic
coding methodology for Wireless Sensor Networks to provide
the data aggregation.
ii.
The base station is utilized the efficient method of
decoding and verification of data packets.
iii.
A secured method for sharing the shared key within
the specific node using arithmetic coding to provide the
confidentiality and used to evade the malicious node attacks.
iv.
A packet sequence number is generated in a secured
way to assist the integrity and data attribution.
v.
The performance for the proposed methodology is
evaluated with the simulation and valid experiments.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 presents the detailed study about the related work, Section 3
implements the proposed methodology with valid
mathematical contribution and algorithms, Section 4 presents
the detailed performance evaluation with performance metrics
and finally the paper concludes with proper explanation and
future directions.

In WSNs, the sensor nodes are deployed randomly in huge
amount of network for monitoring the environmental
information and delivered the data to the base station with the
base station via wireless communication. The transmission
range is used to transmit the data packet in the network. There
are several types of applications are implementing the WSN
through wireless communication [1].
In a multi-hop WSN, data attribution of every data packet
needs the information about the transmitted data packets to the
base station [2]. The information about the transmitted data to
the base station utilized the current situation of the initial
information that the operation has been implemented through
the generating networks [3]. Hence the data attribution needs
data trustworthiness. The total size of the data packet doesn’t
exceed the limit of the assumed size for the individual data
packet itself [4]. There will be the storage and resource
constraints need the capability to implement the data
attribution whenever the total size is huge. Normally, sensor
nodes need the energy to transmit the data packets. Energy
utilization is also played a vital role to implement the
transmission of data packets in the network [5].
For the large-scale wireless sensor network, the data
attribution normally could not be directly communicated
through the network because of the energy and bandwidth
parameters [6]. The encoding techniques are utilized to
provide the security based data aggregation and attribution of
communicating the data packets in the network [7]. Because
of using the light weight methods, the packet drop percentage
could be very high [8]. The network topology is also the main
constraint to implement the data transmission in the network
[9]. For the secured data path, the dictionary related
methodology is used to compress the data and reduce the

2. RELATED WORKS
Arithmetic coding is the concept of modifying the original
ciphers into numerically encoded with adaptive structure [11].
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The individual original symbols could not necessarily translate
to a similar code indexed, it is totally encoded. The original
input character is referenced by the real number of intervals
between 0 and 1. The difference of two values is defined by
the specified interval. Here, the High and Low values are
initialized by 0 and 1. Each new original symbol is subdivided
by the some of the specified intervals. The original symbols
are distinct by the probable symbol. The value of precision
represents the interval sequence.
The Interval Splitting is fully modified by the Arithmetic
Coding is mainly used the Key based Interval Splitting
Technique. The periods in Arithmetic Coding are split the
cipher span that has been increased to the Arithmetic Coding.
It is fully bounded with N-original symbol sequence [12, 13].
The Arithmetic coding symbols are executed 0.5 bits. The
encryption level of the function key technique and encoded
sequence are split by the level of specific symbols. The Binary
static methods can be applied to Arithmetic Coding. The SACThe Secure Arithmetic Coding, associated intervals are split
with a key. The original symbol sequence is permuted, the
input binary sequence has been converted as the output binary
sequence [14]. The Compression and Security approaches
have been executed by the individual systems. The Thwarts
Attacks are the concept of to stop something from happening
which have been approached the data based on the
participation or production transformation or the split period
key [15]. For prearranged technique representation, the
interval of brace is split and individual split may execute in
similar. The identical throughputs should be achieved the
arithmetic code conversion [16]. The permutation complexity
has been divided into the negligible value [17]. SAC-The
Secure Arithmetic Coding conversion with the Adaptive
Chosen Cipher-text Attacks, the key vectors can recover the
permutation step in the model of complexity O(N) where the
symbol N is the progression extent [18]. SAC specifies that is
not an application where the hackers or attackers can
encompass admittance to the decoded message. Moreover, we
have engaged an enhanced representation of the SAC. This
situation can protect the adaptive chosen cipher-text attack [19]
and also which can be incorporated with the Context-based
Cryptosystem [20].
The Modification of the Arithmetic Coding have been
advanced the improvement conventional Arithmetic Coding
[21, 22]. The Arithmetic Code are randomized Arithmetic
Coding (RAC) and the arithmetic code with key-based period
splitting are proposed for the 2 methodologies, While the
similar key is generated to perform the encryption in the
cryptosystem based on the dissimilar type of messages [23]
and Adaptive text compression techniques [24]. The security
of Arithmetic Code is based on the encryption of the one plain
text. By this concept, we show that Randomized Arithmetic
Code is not secure even if random key is used to the
compression of every single messages [25]. This method
describes the first compression and then the encryption, where
the cryptography methodology is created by the bitwise-XOR
of the compression-based productivity.
Security can be done in Ad hoc network by creating
Plundering Track [26], using encryption schemes for user-data
[27], Enhanced Cluster based key management Technique
[28], Secured cluster formation [29], compression technique
[30], establishing pairwise keys with the usage of predistribution techniques [31], fuzzy classification is used for
memory aided broadcast methods [32].
Energy-aware multipath routing [33], Secure Dominating

set construction algorithm [34], Randomized algorithms [35],
Tree based data fusion algorithm [36], key scheduling
algorithm [37], Tree-Based Opportunistic routing [38], Game
theoretic approach [39], Un Observable Secure Proactive
routing protocol [40].
In our proposed system, the Arithmetic coding has been
encrypted by the randomized matrix, the session key of the text
is generated by the system for every translate messages. It is
mainly access to symbols conversion in the matrix before the
process of encryption technique. The integration of
Randomized Matrix and the Code Arithmetic has to be
achieved the maximum security with minimum complexity
using Channel Aware Routing [41].

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
3.1 System architecture
In Key based Secure Arithmetic Code can be split into two
disjoint sub intervals. Figure 1 demonstrates the operation for
the first disjoint interval k1. Figure 2 demonstrates the
operation for the second disjoint interval k 2.

Figure 1. Operation of KSAC for k1

Figure 2. Operations of KSAC for k2
The projected Key Based Secure Arithmetic Code
repeatedly uses the given steps.
Step 1: Segmentation of the interval to Arithmetic Code
conversion. Exclusive Interval could be executed the union of
two different disjoint subintervals. The original symbols are
received; who is determined the partition value.
Step 2: The Map key conversions are k € [0, 1] to either
interval I1 or Interval I2.
Step 3: Implement the splitting of the interval.
Step 4: The original input Symbols have been read, the
resulting value of interval is integrated
Step 5: The output will be the different disjoint sub intervals
or the contiguous interval.
Figure 3 demonstrates the architecture design for the
proposed system GBMS. The attribute set is formulated using
the group of related attributes for the security. The attribute set
consists of the data. The Central authority and the access
policy are the 2 parameters that can be joined using the XOR
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operation. The formed access polity is then encrypted using
the original method by using the public key and the XOR
operation. Using the KSAC model, the cipher text is created
using the attribute set, central authority and the access policy.

The final encrypted message is created using the information
based on the client and the server with the cipher table. Figure
4 illustrates the model of GBMS with Client server technology.

Figure 3. Architecture of GBMS

Figure 4. Modeling of GBMS
The client is with the usual attributes like username,
password and other details and the one exception is cipher
table which is dynamically updated in regular intervals by the
consumer development supported on the received information
which is session id from the server. The server holds the status
of amount of users active in the system and the current session
and user id with their corresponding cipher table. The session
id is calculated as the ratio of the total ASCII codes of the
session key to the no of users.The system is centralized that
means all the data is transmitted through the server with the
receiver destined format.

3.2 Encryption-GBMS
The message is constructed as usual way which is split into
multiples of 3. In case of any deficiency in last three times, the
dummy symbols will be added. Derive the ASCII codes for the
every character in the message and split each character in the
thrice into x and y coordinates. A single thrice forms two joint
lines that have to be mirrored using mirror mapping and make
the inverse through the inverse mapping. The final transform
will be appended with the hash value and transformed into
GBMS cipher using cipher table. Figure 5 illustrates the
encryption model of GBMS.
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remaining two characters by finding the difference between xy
values. The output of this process will produce the
intermediate cipher that have to be fed into as input of final
transformation based on cipher table with the hash value.
Figure 8 demonstrates the Inverse Mirror mapping.

Figure 5. Encryption of GBMS
3.3 Graph plotting and mirror mapping
The single message is split into 3 character block and
converted into ASCII codes to form x-y coordinates and
mapped onto the graph. The point that joints two characters
will take it as center point and it is mirrored based on that point
by identifying the difference between the x-y coordinates. The
output of this process will produce the intermediate cipher that
have to be supplied the input of inverse mirror mapping.
Figure 6 demonstrates the Plotting point in the graph based
GBMS model which consists of the group of data for graph
plotting. The plotted points are then marked in the graph using
this methodology. Figure 7 demonstrates the Mirror mapping
in the graph based GBMS model.

Figure 8. Inverse mirror mapping
3.5 Decryption-GBMS
The received cipher is converted into transformed value
based on intended cipher table format created and updated at
the regular interval. This value is separated into transformed
value and hash value. Then transformed value fed into data
splitter which split into three times blocks and maps the
inverse image. Then the inverse image is translated into
mirrored image and then back to original image by identifying
the base points x and y. Implement the reverse process with
the ASCII process and calculate the hash value with original
received value. Figure 9 demonstrates the Decryption model
for GBMS.

Figure 6. Plotting points in graph

Figure 9. Decryption-GBMS
3.6 Algorithm-GBMS
3.6.1 Encryption
Input: Message
Encrypt(Message)
begin
Split(Message)
Interval []=ASCII(Message) //multiples of 3
split Interval into Interval1 & Interval2
for i 1 to 3 do
begin
GPlot=graph[Int1 as x,Int2 as y]
find short x-Base X
mirror(x,y)

Figure 7. Mirror mapping
3.4 Inverse mirror mapping
Take the topmost point of the mirror image and make it as
base point. Use that point to deduce the x-y coordinates for the
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find long y-Base Y
Inversemir(x,y)
end
Lookup_Cipher_Table (x, y)
Append (Hash Value)
Return Cipher
end
Input: ID->Session ID
Begin
For i=0 to 128
Cipher_Table[i]=ID
ID++
end
Input: Username & Password
AutoGenerateKey(username+password length)
SessionID=Tot.ASCII values session key%No of Users
End

Step 3: Check the Group Signature Relation α
x R Sid mod pk

hash (m)

RMAC

≡ Hi

3.6.4 Validation
α hash(m) ≡ α (RMAC x xi + Sid)
α hash(m) ≡ (Hash i RMAC x RMAC Sid) mod pk
3.6.5 Procedure for anomaly detection
Step 1: Create group id, RMAC id, Modulus of Private key
K1
Step 2: groupid k1 x groupid –K x groupid xi-ki mod pk
Step 3: groupid (xi + sid + (RMAC id1 x SIV) mod p k
Step 4: (groupid Sid x pk id1) xi mod pk
3.6.6 Digital Signature for Solemnizations
Each Encrypted key f(xi) and randomized private key ki, 1<
Ki<n-1, to manipulate attacker identifier (Vi, Signi) for m.
Result Intervali = (xRIntervali, yRIntervali) Ki x Goal Based
Interval
RMAC = xResult Intervali mod n and is deminstrated in Eq.
(1).

3.6.2 Hash function
Function f(Key, K)
Initialization variable a,b,c
(a,b,c) = Hash (k + i)
i=i+1
if z < f(a,b)
B(aHash, bHash) = { Arithmetic Coding of id1, id2(a,b): |( aHash,
bHash), (a,b)|}

−𝑥𝑗
𝑖𝑑 =1 𝑥𝑖 −𝑥𝑗

𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐶 = 𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑖 + 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 ) [∏𝑡𝑖
𝑆

]

(1)

The variable yk, nk and calculate
RMAC A  E (Hash(yk x IDA) P + P pub, TA)
yk hash k V [ ]  Hash(RMAC A, yk, IDA)

3.6.3 Regular queue
Message m, Group Member M1, Random Arithmetic
Variable a,b,c,d and Integer values x,y,z.
Manipulate {a,b,c,d} using KeyK and function f
a = RMACα mod pk
b = (RMAC x X) mod pk
c = (f - y) mod pk
d = (gid x-y) mod pk
Hash (m) = RMAC x xi + z x Sid mod pk
Group signature for message m1
{h(m), h(m1),a,b,c,d}
Step 1: Calculate α = EC x RMAC id1 x D mod pk
Step 2: Calculate Hi = αi x a mod pk

Message received from the original source and the input id
is generated to the cipher. Received id is created to the cipher
table and mapped the numbers until the end of symbol is
reached. Finally, the ASCII form of conversion can be entered
as message. After the data split, use the ASCII codes to divide
the numbers as x and y cords for graph plotting. Then map the
image in the mirror form and then transformed into inverse
mirror form. Transform the last form using cipher table and
append the hash value. Figure 10 demonstrates the Algorithm
description of GBMS. Figure 11 demonstrates the architecture
design and Figure 12 illustrates the Matching Data type and
Size Deduction.

Figure 10. GBMS algorithm description
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Figure 11. Architectural design

Figure 12. Matching data type and size deduction
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i−1

Tx x (ai ) = ∑

P(x = k) +

k=1

1
2

P(x = i)

Table 1. Comparison between arithmetic code and GBMS
with the hacking complexity

(2)

The interval for the midpoint is used as the Tag T with
Function which will be used in GBMS arithmetic coding
interval and is illustrated in Eq. (2). For Graphical ordering,
for all the messages of m, the Tag function will be as follows
in Eq. (3), Eq. (4), Eq. (5).
i−1

Tx (a i ) = ∑

y< xi

P(y) +

1
2

P(xi )

TEXT LENGTH
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200

(3)

len(k) = len(k–1) + (union(k–1) – len(k–1))FX(xk–1)

(4)

7nion(k) = len(k–1) + (union(k–1) – len(k-1))FX(xk)

(5)

If mid-point is used in the equation, the Tag function is used
to find the mid value of ai will be computed in Eq. (6)
𝑇𝑥 (𝑎𝑖 ) =

(𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑘) + 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑘) )
2

CODE WORD
AC
GBMS
100
106
200
206
300
306
400
406
500
506
600
606
700
706
800
806
900
906
1000
1006
1100
1106
1200
1206

EFFICIENCY
GBMS
94.34
97.09
98.04
98.52
98.81
99.01
99.15
99.26
99.34
99.4
99.46
99.5

The Length of the Text (T) =700
Max. Transformed Text length=T+4=704
No of Control messages=2
Total length of Generated =704
Cipher (GBMS)
Hacking Time (AC) =O (Nc) = 700
Hacking Time (GBMS) = O (Nc) + 2 = 704 + 2 = 706

(6)

3.6.7 Crypto signature
To Encrypt Message {1,0}k
Public Key and valid identity key and sender’s private key
RMAC  yB h
Cipher  Hash (RMAC) ⊕ message
Hash  Hash1 (RMAC, Message, yA, IDA, yB, SidA)
Arithmetic Code  θ / (Hash1 + xA)
Crypto Signature is the triple (Cipher, Hash, Arithmetic
Code)
RMAC  yA (xB x z) x yB (Hash x z)
Message  Hash2(RMAC) ⊕ Cipher
v  Hash3(RMAC, Message, yA, IDA, yB, SidA)
The Receiver can accept the message from the sender if and
only if v = hash
Public Key (Pk) & Private key (Prk)
1. Logical Validation  yk xv Rv, LRMAC  yv θ/2
2. Session Validation  hash1(lv,yv,IDv,yR,IDRMAC)
3. Certificate Encryption 
𝑥𝑣𝑎𝑣 (ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ1 (𝑦𝑣 , 𝐼𝐷𝑣 )𝑃 + 𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑏 )
𝑡𝑣 (𝑥𝑣 − 𝑥𝑣 ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ𝑣 )
4. Certificate Decryption 
𝑥𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐶 𝑎𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐶 (ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ1 (𝑦𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐶 , 𝐼𝐷𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐶 )𝑃 + 𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑏 )
𝑡𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑢𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐶 − 𝑥𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐶 ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐶 )

Efficiency =

Hacking complexity (AC)∗100
Hacking complexity (GBMS)
700 ∗ 100

Efficiency =

706

(7)

= 99.15%

The Efficiency is computed using Hacking complexity in
Eq. (7).

Figure 13. Efficiency between AC & GBMS

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance Evaluation has been performed using
Network Simulator 2. The parameter metrics for analyzing the
proposed work are efficiency, packet loss, transmission rate,
connectivity delay, average code conversion, process path
length, number of IP packets sent. The Enhanced Secure
Arithmetic Code (ESAC) [42] has been permuted for the
convolution O (Nc) + 3 where Nc is the cipher span. We have
analyzed the ESAC hack convolution with extended
Randomized Arithmetic Code (XRMAC) [43], Randomized
Arithmetic Code (RMAC) [44] exclusively accomplishes
49.89%. Finally, we have improved 20% protection in the
hacker renovation region of Arithmetic Code than
accomplished in the related method (ESAC). Table 1
demonstrates the Comparison between Arithmetic Code and
GBMS with the Hacking Complexity.

Figure 14. Performance analysis based on packets lost
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Packets Lost, Average Code Conversions, IP Packets Sent,
Connectivity Delay, Number of Hops and Process Path Length.
The performance has been evaluated based on other 3
related schemes such as Randomized Matrix Arithmetic
Coding (RMAC), ESAC based Channel Aware Routing with
routing handoff, Extended Randomized Matrix Arithmetic
Coding (XRMAC).

Figure 15. Performance analysis based on transmission rate
The Arithmetic Code Conversion using GBMS is
exclusively increased to 99%. Figure 13 demonstrates the
performance evaluation of Efficiency between AC & GBMS,
Figure 14 illustrates the Performance Analysis based on
Packets Lost, Figure 15 shows Performance Analysis based on
Transmission Rate, Figure 16 shows Average Code
Conversions, Figure 17 illustrates Number of IP Packets Sent,
Figure 18 demonstrates Number of Connectivity Delay and
Figure 19 demonstrates the Number of Hops vs. Process Path
Length.

Figure 18. Number of connectivity delay

Figure 19. Number of Hops vs Process Path Length
Figure 16. Average code conversions

5. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed GBMS system can be used to increase the
encryption value in the text and decryption value in the text
has been dynamically updated at the regular interval splitting
by the server while processing the data from one end to another
end in the wireless sensor networks. The WSN demonstrates
the aggregation of data and data attribution from the source
node to the sink node with providing the quality of service in
the network. The data packet uses mirror and inverse
transformations methodology to minimize the code
complexity instead of using simple arithmetic calculations
which increases the security and also improves the efficiency
by reducing the length of the cipher-text. In future
enhancement, we are going to concentrate additional security
and design of the algorithm to transfer the data server in traffic
than the previous systems.
The Future direction of this work will implement the
security in the wireless systems like Internet of Things, mobile
users and real-time systems.

Figure 17. Number of IP packets sent
The performance Evaluation has showed that the GBMS has
performed well in various parameters of Transmission Rate,
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